Dissociated neurons cultured in vitro can serve as a model system for studying the dynamics of neural networks. Such studies depend on techniques for stimulating patterns of neural activity. We demonstrate a technique for extracellular stimulation of dissociated neurons cultured on silicon wafers. When the silicon surface is reverse biased, electrical current can be generated near any neuron by pulsing a laser. Complex spatiotemporal stimulation patterns can be produced by directing a single beam with an acousto-optic deflector. The technique can generate a stimulating current at any location in the culture. This contrasts with multielectrode arrays (MEA), which can stimulate only at fixed electrode locations. To characterize reliability and spatial selectivity of stimulation, we used intracellular (patch-clamp) recordings to monitor the effect of targeted laser pulses on cultured hippocampal neurons. Action potentials could be stimulated with submillisecond precision and 100-micron spatial resolution at rates exceeding 100 Hz. Optimal control parameters for stimulation are discussed. 
Introduction
Cultured dissociated neurons are widely used for investigating the properties of synapses (Bi and Poo, 1998; Goda and Stevens, 1996) and molecules important in neural function (Sampo et al., 2003) . They are also used to study the dynamics of neural networks (Bi and Poo, 1999) . For studying the behavior of networks, it is helpful to have ways of recording and stimulating activity patterns in many neurons simultaneously. For example, flat multielectrode arrays (MEA) have become popular for this purpose (Thomas et al., 1972; Gross, 1979; Pine, 1980; Jimbo and Kawana, 1992; Gross et al., 1993; Shahaf and Marom, 2001; DeMarse et al., 2001) . MEA approach, however, is hindered by a limited accuracy of individual addressing: randomly positioned cells don't usually match the predefined positions of microelectrodes. Controlled individual neuron-toelectrode interfacing in culture by means of growth guidance or immobilization has proven to be a challenging task (Fromherz et al., 1991; Maher et al., 1999; Zeck and Fromherz, 2001; Sanjana and Fuller, 2004 ).
Here we introduce a technique for electrical stimulation of neurons cultured on plain unprocessed silicon wafers. When a bias voltage is applied to the silicon/electrolyte interface, the silicon surface becomes depleted of majority carriers (Memming, 2001) .
No current flows at the interface in the dark, but a local photocurrent can be generated with a laser pulse. Effectively, a "virtual" stimulating electrode is transiently created at a particular location on the silicon surface. The location of this virtual electrode is controlled by redirecting a laser beam with an acousto-optic deflector, allowing the stimulation of spatiotemporal activity patterns.
Our approach is inspired by Colicos et al. (2001) , who demonstrated stimulation of neurons cultured on silicon by holding illumination constant and modulating bias voltage. Here we achieve true spatiotemporal control of stimulation by holding bias voltage constant and modulating illumination locally.
In contrast with MEA stimulation, possible stimulation sites are not limited to a set of fixed electrode locations. A "virtual" stimulation electrode can be transiently created at any location on the silicon. Our technique does not provide the MEA's recording capabilities, but it could potentially be combined with optical imaging of neural activity for bi-directional communication with cultured networks.
Patch clamp recordings of neurons were performed in order to monitor the effects of generating photocurrent at different locations. Some locations lead to direct stimulation of an action potential in the recorded neuron. Other locations lead to indirect stimulation, presumably due to synaptic input from other neurons that are directly stimulated. Spatial maps of these locations can be easily acquired by scanning the laser across the flat neural network. Our results suggest that distant processes are often more sensitive to stimulation than cell bodies, a view supported by some theoretical studies (Rattay, 1999; McIntyre and Grill, 1999) as well as by MEA experiments (Wagenaar et al., 2004) .
The area of the network directly affected by our virtual electrode is roughly 100 microns in width. Possible reasons why this is broader than the illuminated spot are given in the Discussion. Temporal precision of stimulation is submillisecond, owing to the speed of the acousto-optic deflector. Repetitive stimulation of a neuron is possible at rates exceeding 100 Hz, essentially limited only by the refractory period of the neuron.
The generation of "virtual" electrodes on silicon exploits the properties of semiconductor electrode in contact with electrolyte. But in its effects, our technique resembles other methods of electrically stimulating neurons. Therefore it enjoys the advantages that are typical of such methods, as well as the limitations. In particular, our technique is similar in its capabilities to MEA stimulation (Wagenaar et al., 2004) . Comparison with other methods of optically controlled stimulation of neurons is found in the Discussion.
Light-directed stimulation of neurons 4 2 Methods
Hippocampal Cultures
Cells from P1-2 rat hippocampi and culture media were prepared using a protocol described by Hagler and Goda (2001) . The silicon base of a specially designed culture dish (Section 2.2) was coated with poly-D-lysine/collagen. 120-150K cells were plated onto each dish in 2mL of culture medium. After 2 days half of the medium was replaced with culture medium containing 8 M ARA-C (Cytosine Arabinoside) to limit the glia growth. Thereafter the cells were fed weekly in the same manner with the medium containing 4 M ARA-C.
Stimulation experiments were performed with 3-5 weeks old cultures. It should be emphasized that our cultures contain neurons growing on a monolayer of glial cells.
After 3 weeks in vitro this layer was almost completely covering the silicon surface and could have some influence on electrical stimulation (see Discussion).
Silicon culture plate fabrication.
We used 375 m-thick single-side-polished (100)-oriented silicon wafers boron-doped to 7-17 ¡ -cm (UniversityWafer.com and Virginia Semiconductor, Inc.) Native oxide was left intact. Wafers with 100 nm thermal oxide layer and wafers with lower bulk resistivities were also tested. These produced inferior stimulation results (not shown in this paper).
Holes of 1cm diameter were cut in the bottom of 35 mm culture dishes (Corning Inc.). The silicon wafers were cut into image of the actual setup. Silicon wafer is glued to the bottom of the plastic culture dish. Neurons are plated onto the exposed silicon surface in the middle opening of the dish. Extracellular solution is grounded using Ag/AgCl electrode and the bottom of the dish is contacted by a copper electrode with InGa eutectic painted onto the back side of silicon wafer. Bottom: Equivalent circuit.
¢ ¡
and £ ¤ ¡ represent, correspondingly, the capacitance and the resistance of the double layer formed at the interface of electrolyte and semiconductor.
Bias voltage
Our technique requires that a bias voltage be applied to the interface between the silicon and the solution above it. This was done by making ohmic electrical contact to the unpolished, back side of the wafer. The back side was scratched, painted with InGa eutectic (Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc.), and then placed on a flat copper electrode.
The ground electrode was a silver/silver chloride pellet in the solution above the silicon. A DC power supply (Hewlett-Packard E3615A) was used to bias the back side negatively with respect to the ground electrode.
An equivalent circuit of this arrangement is shown in Figure 1 , bottom. When a negative bias is applied to -type silicon, it causes the silicon surface to be depleted of majority carriers. This depletion layer is important for our technique, because it allows silicon to be used as an electrode that is controlled by light. Both We used an additional 1 K¡ resistor in series with the sample (£ in Fig. 1 , bottom) to measure the stimulating current that was generated by pulsed illumination of the interface. Effects of applied bias, optical power and pulse duration on the ampli- tude and shape of photocurrent pulses were studied. Results for bias dependence will be discussed in Section 3.6. The same dishes with neural culture were used for photocurrent measurements to allow for possible modification of electro-chemical properties of semiconductor-to-solution interface due to the presence of biolayers. This technique measures the total photocurrent across the interface but does not reveal the detailed spatial profile of photocurrent density.
In principle, -type silicon could be used instead of -type silicon. The difference is that the back side would have to be biased positively relative to bath solution to produce a depletion layer. Under illumination, holes, rather than free electrons, would be pulled to the silicon/solution interface which would lead to anodic oxidation of the silicon surface (Zhang (2001) , p.105).
Targeted illumination pulses
The optical arrangement used in our experiments is shown in Figure 2 
Electrophysiology and Imaging
Whole-cell patch clamp recordings of neurons were performed in current-clamp mode 
User interface and data presentation format.
A graphical user interface was implemented in MATLAB. In one operating mode ("point-and-shoot"), a microscope image of the cultured neurons was displayed on the computer screen, and the user could click at any location in the image to send a laser pulse to that location. In the other mode ("scan"), the computer directed laser pulses at a grid of points in a chosen rectangular area. The results of point-and-shoot experiments are displayed as individual intracellular recordings of membrane voltage in response to laser stimulation. The results of scan experiments are displayed as 2D maps of intracellular spike amplitudes or latencies with respect to stimulation location.
A video of both types of data being acquired is available on the web:
http://hebb.mit.edu/opt stim/videos/.
In scan mode without synaptic blockers (Section 2.5), successive stimulations had to be separated by several hundred milliseconds. This allowed any network activity caused by the previous stimulation to die away before the next stimulation. With the sampled points separated by 50 m the visible area of the sample was covered in approximately 5 minutes. With synaptic transmission blocked, samples were scanned in less than a minute. The scans, as presented in figures, were composed of top-to-bottom passes ordered from left to right.
Results

Stimulation in the presence of synaptic transmission
An example of stimulation without synaptic blockers in the bath solution is shown in Lighter shades of gray correspond to higher voltage amplitudes, see 0 to 80mV grayscale bar at the bottom. D: temporal positions of peak voltage data-points relative to the time of stimulation, 0-50ms grayscale bar at the bottom, events more than 50ms after the pulse are not shown, lighter color corresponds to earlier events. Fine-scale (single data points) noise in both C and D is due to spontaneous activity during the scan. Larger features of both amplitude and latency maps were reliably reproduced from scan to scan.
Stimulation with synaptic transmission blocked
The dynamics of the intracellular voltage in Fig. 3 show a complex mixture of action potentials and subthreshold events. Some of this complexity could be due to synaptic inputs from other stimulated neurons. Therefore we performed experiments with synaptic blockers (AP5, CNQX and picrotoxin). A typical result is depicted in Figure 4 (corresponding video record is available as supplemental material or on the web:
http://hebb.mit.edu/opt stim/videos/excerpts/eos 3 .wmv).
Responses from the patched neuron (Fig. 4A) were recorded both in scan and in point-and-shoot modes. When the entire field of view was scanned, two areas of successful stimulation were detected, see Fig. 4B where the grayscale labeling of each tested location corresponds to the latencies relative to the stimulation pulse. This neuron was sensitive to stimulation in two regions, with, correspondingly, 8 and 11 ms delays. Stimulation near the soma had no effect. Notably, all the data points of the larger (the lower) area are characterized by the same latency, suggesting that the same "hot spot" in the culture was stimulated when pulsing the laser in this area.
Locations along the diagonal that crosses both "hot spots" were tested in "pointand-shoot" mode (see color-coded markers in Fig. 4A,B) . Although voltage traces corresponding to thirty locations are shown in Fig. 4C , it is impossible to see them all in the graph. This is because the traces fall into three classes (two distinctly different "hot action potentials, it is likely that they are initiated in the axon, and travel antidromically to the soma, where they are recorded.
Latencies in the range of 1-20 ms were observed in our experiments. Similar surprisingly long (up to 20ms) latencies have been reported by other researchers when stimulating cultured neurons with multi-electrode arrays in the presence of synaptic blockers (Wagenaar et al., 2004) 1 . It is not obvious how to explain these latencies, but they could arise if axons take long and tortuous paths in the culture.
The example shown in Fig. 4 is typical of all our experiments. In general, there were a few regions sensitive to stimulation for each patched cell. These regions might or might not include the soma. Our results suggest that fine processes like axons are more sensitive to electrical stimulation than somas, in agreement with the theoretical studies mentioned in the Introduction. Additionally, we find that the processes may contain a few sites that are especially sensitive, and these determine the sensitive regions of our technique. In some experiments, we recorded in succession from several neurons in one sample. For each neuron, a stimulation map was made. The maps for the different neurons had no relationship with each other (data not shown). This suggests that the maps reflect the morphology of individual neurons, a hypothesis that is tested in the following subsection.
Our technique allows repetitive stimulation of the same neuron with intervals as short as 10 ms. Stimulation by current injection via patch electrode was characterized by roughly the same minimum interspike interval. This suggests that the temporal interval is limited by the refractory period of the neuron rather than by photo-electrochemical dynamics. 
Fluorescent dye labeling of extended neurites.
In 20 experiments fluorescent dye was added to the pipette solution and loaded into the patched cell during the stimulation session. Images of labeled cells were captured after the patch electrode was removed. The locations of the "hot spots" detected during the stimulation session were than matched to the visualized processes of the patched neuron. In 5 cases a single neurite or a group of neurites crossed the areas of successful stimulation. An example is shown in Figure 5 . Synaptic transmission was blocked in this experiment, so no subthreshold events were observed (Fig. 5B) . Three suprathreshold regions were detected by the scan with 2, 4 and 5ms delays of the peak voltage relative to the stimulation pulse. One of the labeled neurites is passing the centers of all these three areas (Figs. 5B,C) . This neurite, which is fainter and longer than others and makes characteristic sharp turns, is believed to be an axon of the patched cell. The latencies of the three stimulated areas are consistent with the assumption that stimulation travels antidromically along this presumed axon. For example, the earliest response was observed when stimulating in the top-most region, which is much closer to the soma along the neurite compared to other two regions.
In 15 of 20 experiments, the detected "hot spots" did not match any of the labeled neurites. However, in these cases there was no long thin neurite that looked like an axon. Therefore, we believe that the negative results of these experiments were due to failure to successfully label axons. We do not believe that these experiments contradict the hypothesis of axonal stimulation.
Even if this hypothesis is accepted, it is still not clear why the axons were only susceptible to stimulation in a limited set of locations, rather than all along the visible paths. There must be other factors determining the locations of the observed "hot spots". The primary candidates are spatial nonuniformities of silicon (native oxide) surface and discontinuities of glial layer growing on it, see Discussion.
Optimal stimulation parameters
The amount of photocurrent produced by a laser pulse at the silicon depends on the value of the bias voltage, as well as on the intensity and duration of the illumination pulse. Therefore we studied the effects of varying these parameters on stimulation.
To characterize the spatial selectivity of stimulation we measured the radius (or half-width) of the region where pulsing the laser was followed by action potential spikes in the patched neuron. When stimulation strength parameters were gradually adjusted from below to above the threshold of stimulation, neuronal responses would change from "no response", to probabilistic spikes in a narrow (50 m or less) region, to 100%-reliable spikes in a 100 m or wider region with probabilistic spikes at the edges. Figure 6A demonstrates widening of the region sensitive to stimulation with the applied bias voltage. The summary is shown in Fig. 6B where the analysis of linear 20 m-step scans across the responding area are presented. There is a threshold voltage above which stimulation is possible. Above threshold, the width increases with increasing bias until saturation is reached. 
Reliability of stimulation.
More than a hundred silicon culture dish samples were used in our experiments with 3-10 cells patched on each sample. Because the goal of the current study was to in- Increasing illumination pulse duration in the weak bias regime had no effect on the photocurrent amplitude and only a limited effect on total charge transferred (data not shown). Increasing optical power in the weak bias regime had a limited effect on photocurrent amplitude and almost no effect on the amount of charge transferred (data not shown).
Discussion
We have demonstrated a method for extracellular electrical stimulation of neurons. Our method is applicable to neurons cultured on silicon, which serves simultaneously as substrate and stimulating electrode. When an appropriate bias voltage is applied, only the illuminated region of the silicon passes current, so that the stimulating electrode is light-addressable.
Multielectrode arrays can also be used for spatially controlled electrical stimulation, but only at the fixed locations on the array. With our method, any location is addressable through control of the illumination. Furthermore, our method has the advantage of using low-cost, disposable substrates.
Other methods for using light to control stimulation of neurons have been proposed.
For example, a laser can be used to uncage the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate, which stimulates neurons through glutamate receptors (Katz and Dalva, 1994; Shepherd et al., 2003) . Chemical stimulation has the virtue that it does not stimulate axons, unlike electrical stimulation. However, it has less temporal precision, and may not be useful for repetitive stimulation if receptors desensitize. Another method is to express light-sensitive ion channels in neurons, and then stimulate with light (Zemelman et al., 2002) . For this method, the latency to stimulation ranges from several hundred milliseconds to several tens of seconds, so the temporal control is not very fine, although the spatial resolution is very good.
In order to characterize our stimulation technique, we have combined it with intracellular recordings of neurons. To our knowledge, such characterization is still lacking for MEA stimulation. Our results suggest that axons, rather than cell bodies, are the primary sites of stimulation. Action potentials recorded in the presence of synaptic blockers appear to be antidromic. In some cases, the spike latency for each stimulation site could be explained by a velocity of propagation of 0.1-1.0 m/sec. However, in other cases, the dependence of spike latency on distance from the cell body was more complicated. These cases may correspond to axons with winding, rather than straight paths. When putative axons were identified in dye labeling, the stimulation sites matched the visible path of the axon, and latency values were consistent with the travel distances to the soma. We are inclined to rule out the possibility of dendritic stimulation based on the fact that subthreshold events were not observed when synaptic transmission was blocked: if stimulation-induced changes of intracellular potential in dendrites were arriving at the soma, a monotonic dependence of recorded voltage amplitude on the strength of stimulation would be observed rather than "on-off" response with a sharp threshold.
Only particular locations on putative axons were found to be susceptible to stimulation. This could be due to the effect of the glial layer or the microscopic nonuniformities of semiconductor surface and/or the native oxide. It should be taken into account that when the silicon is locally illuminated, a cloud of free electric carriers is generated. For p-type silicon, electrons, the minority carriers, are important for the photocurrent in the reversed bias regime. The spatial extent of the cloud of free electrons photogenerated in semiconductor is determined by the minority carrier lifetime and diffusion coefficient and could be on the order of 100 m in our case (George et al., 2000) . If there were low-resistivity cross-interface pathways due to, for example, microscopic holes in the glial layer, most of the electric current would "escape" through such pathways found in a 100 m radius around the illuminated location, and only the pathways traversed by the neurites of the patched cell would have a stimulating effect.
This would explain why our recorded responses were sometimes characterized with exactly the same latency when stimulated in a rather wide area (see, for example, Fig. 4B , lower area). Notably, the same could be true for MEA stimulation: discontinuities of glial layer could disturb electric current densities around microelectrodes -the effect, Because bias values weaker than the relevant electrochemical potentials could be used for most of the patched cells, the capacitive coupling model of stimulation (Fromherz and Stett, 1995) and/or due to the slow reverse reaction during the prolonged "dark" time periods.
The spatial resolution of any electrical stimulation technique, including our own, is compromised by the fact that passing fibers of neurons are stimulated. This can lead to stimulation of a neuron with a distant cell body, so that the radius of directly affected 3 Considering the ionic composition of the bath solution, hydrolysis of water is a likely charge-transfer mechanism in our experiments: part of the network is determined by the length of neural fibers. In spite of these limitations of electrical stimulation, we expect our method to be useful for creating spatiotemporal patterns of activity in neurons, as demonstrated in Fig. 3 .
Excluding the added radius due to passing fibers, the spatial resolution intrinsic to our technique is around 100 microns, which is in agreement with the expected bulk diffusion length assuming a sub-10 s minority carrier lifetime (Bousse et al., 1994) .
One can imagine some possible ways of improving this. One possibility is to dope the silicon with gold. The recombination centers should reduce the lateral diffusion of photogenerated minority carriers. Another possibility is to platinize the silicon surface to facilitate charge transfer from the silicon to the solution (Dominey et al., 1982) .
One can also imagine methods of patterning the silicon surface to improve the spatial resolution.
The structure and the operating principles of our stimulating electrode resemble those of a light-addressable potentiometric sensor (LAPS), except that no oxide layer is intentionally grown on the semiconductor surface. The LAPS is a semiconductorinsulator-electrolyte device for measurement of local surface potential changes, with the measurement point conveniently controlled by scanning the laser (Parak et al., 1997; Ismail et al., 2002) . As in the case of LAPS, we locally modulate conductivity in the depletion layer of semiconductor by means of local free carrier photogeneration.
Minority carrier diffusion is believed to put a limitation on the spatial resolution of LAPS (George et al., 2000) , which supports our understanding of the observed stimulation range broadening. Interestingly, the use of LAPS for extracellular recording of spiking activity in plated cells is being investigated (Ismail et al., 2003) . It is too early to know whether integrating such recording with our stimulation technique is feasible because extracellular voltage changes to be recorded are near detection threshold for LAPS and optimizing the device for recording may contradict the optimal stimulation recipe laid out in this article.
